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Fourier transform millimeter-wave spectroscopy of the HCS radical
in the 2A 8 ground electronic state
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The 101– 000 rotational transition of the HCS radical in theX̃ 2A8 ground electronic state has been
observed with a Fourier transform millimeter-wave spectrometer in combination with a pulsed
discharge nozzle. The radical is produced by discharging a mixture of CH4 and H2S diluted in Ar.
Six fine and hyperfine components are detected, and the effective rotational constant, spin–rotation
interaction constant, and hyperfine interaction constants are determined accurately. The Fermi
contact term of the hydrogen nucleus is found to be much smaller than that for the isovalent radical,
HCO, indicating that the HCS radical is more close to a linear structure than the HCO radical.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!01521-9#
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INTRODUCTION

The HCS radical is a fundamental reaction intermedi
containing a single sulfur atom in combustion process1

interstellar chemistry,2 and during the collision of come
Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter.3 This radical was also iden
tified as a reactive intermediate in hydrogen abstraction
actions of methyl mercaptane (CH3SH) with F atoms by
means of photoionization mass spectroscopy.4 In extraterres-
trial environments like cold, molecular clouds, the sulf
chemistry is closely related to the carbon chemistry, a
hence, a number of sulfur-bearing neutral species suc
H2S, CS, H2CS, OCS, C2S, and C3S are known to be abun
dant in various astronomical sources.5,6 A chemical model
calculation of interstellar molecular clouds predicts a mod
ate abundance of HCS; Leeet al.2 estimated the fractiona
abundance of HCS relative to the H2 abundance to be 10211,
about 1/10 of H2CS. Therefore HCS should be detectable
molecular clouds by radioastronomical observations, and
abundance would be of crucial importance to test chem
models of molecular clouds.

Despite the importance of the HCS radical, no spec
scopic study has been reported for this important reac
intermediate until recent, tentative detection by the f
infrared laser magnetic resonance spectroscopy.7 In this
study, a number of resonances were observed in a disch
plasma of H2S and CO, but they were too complicated to
assigned definitively. Although the observed resonance l
are considered to be due to HCS on the basis of the pro
tion chemistry and the isotopic studies, no molecular c
stants have been determined. A fewab initio calculations

a!Also at: Department of Physics, Technical University Chemnitz-Zick
09107 Chemnitz, Germany.
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have been reported for geometrical structure, vibrational
quencies, and dipole moment of the HCS radical.3,8–10

On the other hand, the rotational spectra of the rela
isovalent species have been studied extensively. The
rotational spectrum of the HCO radical was first detected
Saito,11 and further measurements including the submi
meter-wave lines were carried out by Austinet al.12 and
Blake et al.13 The rotational spectrum of the HSiO radic
was recently detected by Izuhaet al.14 They produced the
HSiO radical in a discharge plasma of SiH4 and N2O, and
reported detailed molecular constants including hyperfine
teraction constants. The rotational spectrum of the HSiS r
cal was found in a discharge plasma of SiH4 and OCS by
Brown et al.15

A reason why the rotational spectrum of HCS has n
been detected so far seems to be a small dipole mom
along thea axis ~0.4 D!.3,8 As a result, thea-type transitions
of HCS are fairly weak. On the other hand, a search for
b-type transitions would be difficult because of a large u
certainty in the rotational constant,A. The Fourier transform
millimeter-wave spectroscopy combined with a pulsed d
charge nozzle is a powerful method for studying a free ra
cal with a small dipole moment. We have recently extend
the observable frequency of our spectrometer up to 52 G
with sufficient sensitivity for transient species. With this ne
spectrometer, we have detected the 101– 000 rotational tran-
sition of HCS for the first time.

EXPERIMENT

A Balle–Flygare type Fourier transform millimete
wave spectrometer newly developed at the University of T
kyo was used in combination with a pulsed discharge noz
Details of the spectrometer will be described elsewhere

,

9 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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gaseous mixture of CH4 and H2S was diluted in Ar, and
released into the vacuum chamber from the pulsed disch
nozzle. A pulsed high voltage of 1.5 kV was added to
discharge electrodes attached to the nozzle. For meas
ments of paramagnetic lines, the earth magnetic field
compensated by using three Helmholtz coils placed perp
dicularly to one another. The production conditions were fi
optimized by monitoring the 101– 000 line of H2CS.

The rotational constants of HCS were estimated by us
the geometrical structure reported by theab initio
calculations.3,8,9 We predicted the frequencies of the hype
fine components of the 101– 000 transition with aid of the
spin–rotation interaction constants and hyperfine interac
constants taken from those of HCO13 with corrections for
difference in the rotational constants. We searched for
HCS line on the basis of the prediction. After scanning o
the 200 MHz range, we first found a paramagnetic line
40 263 MHz as shown in Fig. 1. This line was also observ
by discharging a mixture of CS2 and CH4, H2S and CO, or
~CH2!3S, diluted in Ar. However, the line was not observ
with CH4 or CS2 diluted in Ar. These chemical behavior
indicate that the molecule responsible for the line conta
the C, S, and H atoms. The CH3S radical (2E) is expected to
give a number of hyperfine components of theJ53/2– 1/2
transition around the 40 GHz region. Although we calcula
transition frequencies of all the fine and hyperfine com
nents of CH3S by use of the molecular constants reported
Ref. 16, none of them corresponds to the 40 263 MHz li
In fact we observed one of the CH3S lines, and found that i
is much weaker than the 40 263 MHz line in the above d
charge system. Therefore the line observed at 40 263 M
was thought to be a good candidate for one of the hyper
components of the HCS radical.

FIG. 1. A typical example of theF52 – 1 andJ53/2– 1/2 component of the
101– 000 transition of HCS. The lower trace is obtained without correction
the earth magnetic field parallel to the polarization of the free induc
decay. Three Zeeman components withM51 – 1, M50 – 0, and M5
(21) – (21) are observed.
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We carried out a deep search for the other hyperfi
components around the 40 263 MHz line, and successiv
found five other paramagnetic lines as shown in Fig. 2. T
lines show a typical pattern for the fine and hyperfine str
tures of the doublet radical with the hyperfine structure of
I 51/2 nucleus. This pattern is very similar to that expec
for the 101– 000 line of HCS, and hence, we finally conclude
that the observed lines are due to the HCS radical. On
basis of the observed intensity, we assigned the individ
components as indicated in Fig. 2.

We inspected the Zeeman effect of the observed lines
further confirmation. For this purpose, the power supply
one of the Helmholtz coils was turned off, giving the residu
earth magnetic field parallel to the polarization of the mic
wave. In this condition, the Zeeman component lines w
DM50 are observed. Since the 40 263 MHz line is assign
to theF5221 component, we expect three Zeeman com
nents withM50 andM561. The observed Zeeman patte
shown in the lower trace of Fig. 1 is consistent with th
expectation. On the other hand, the 40 331 MHz line is
signed to theF5121 component, and we expect two Ze
man components withM561. Note that theM50 compo-
nent has no intensity. In fact we observed two Zeem
components as shown in Fig. 3. These results furt
strengthen our conclusion that the lines are due to the H
radical.

The optimum condition for production of HCS in ou
system is as follows; H2S ~0.5%! and CH4 ~0.5%! are diluted
in Ar, and are introduced into the pulse discharge noz
with the stagnation pressure of 2.0–2.5 atm. We integra
1000–6000 shots with a repetition rate of 5 Hz to obtain
spectral lines with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio for prec
measurements. The line frequency was determined by a
aging at least three measurements. The results are sum
rized in Table I.

On the basis of the present data, we have just succee
detecting the highN rotational lines withKa50 with a
millimeter- and submillimeter-wave absorption spectrome
details of which will be described separately.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The HCS radical is an asymmetric top molecule which
very close to a prolate symmetric top. Since the rotatio
levels of Ka50 are well isolated from the otherKa levels
because of a largeA rotational constant, we can treat th

f
n

FIG. 2. Fine and hyperfine structure pattern observed for the 101– 000 tran-
sition. All the six components are detected in the present study.
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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spectral lines withKa50 as if they were of a linear mol
ecule. Since we only observed the 101– 000 transition, we
analyzed the observed frequencies by using the conventi
Hamiltonian for a linear free radical with the2S state includ-
ing hyperfine interaction;17,18

H5BeffN
21geffN–S1bI–S1cIzSz , ~1!

whereN, S, andI represent the angular momentum operat
for the end-over-end rotation, the electron spin, and
nuclear spin of the hydrogen nucleus, respectively. We
ployed the Hund’s case (b)bJ basis set for constructing th
Hamiltonian matrix,18 where the coupling scheme of the a
gular momenta is as follows:

J5N1S, ~2a!

and

F5J1I . ~2b!

The energy levels were obtained by numerical diagonal
tion of the Hamiltonian matrix. The effective rotational co
stant, spin–rotation interaction constant, Fermi contact te
and dipolar hyperfine interaction constant were determi
by a least-squares fit. The result of the fit is shown in Ta

FIG. 3. A typical example of theF51 – 1 andJ51/2– 1/2 component of the
101– 000 transition of HCS. The lower trace is obtained without correction
the earth magnetic field parallel to the polarization of the free induc
decay. Two Zeeman components withM51 – 1 andM5(21) – (21) are
observed. Note that theM50 – 0 component has no intensity, and hence
is not observed.

TABLE I. Observed 101– 000 transition frequencies of HCS~MHz!.

F J Obs. Obs.–Calc.

0–1 1/2– 1/2 40 337.535 0.000
1–0 1/2– 1/2 40 458.131 20.004
1–1 1/2– 1/2 40 330.713 0.004
1–0 3/2– 1/2 40 282.098 0.003
1–1 3/2– 1/2 40 154.665 20.004
2–1 3/2– 1/2 40 262.996 0.001
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I, and the obtained molecular constants are listed in Table
The standard deviation of the fit was 5 kHz, which is co
parable to the frequency measurement error. The correla
matrix is given in Table III. The maximum correlation coe
ficient is 0.817 between two hyperfine interaction consta
indicating that the constants are well determined in the fi

The effective rotational constant determined above c
responds to (B01C0)/2 in the asymmetric top represent
tion. Senekowitschet al.9 reported the equilibrium rotationa
constants, vibration–rotation interaction constants, and c
trifugal distorsion constants byab initio calculations. From
their result, the effective rotational constant is calculated
be 19 800 MHz. This value is about 2% smaller than t
observed value@20 145.4550~36! MHz#. On the other hand
it is calculated to be 20 099 MHz on the basis of the geo
etry reported by Kaiseret al.,3 which is in good agreemen
with the observed value.

The Fermi contact term,b1c/3, is determined to be
127.427 MHz in the present study. The positive value in
cates that the HCS radical is thes radical, in which the
unpaired electron occupies the molecular orbital extend
within a molecular plane. This further supports that the H
radical has a bent structure with the2A8 ground electronic
state. However, the observed Fermi contact term of HCS
much smaller than the corresponding value for the rela
molecules; 388.89 MHz for HCO,13 451.32 MHz for HSiO,14

and 335.74 MHz for HSiS.15 Since noab initio calculation
for the hyperfine coupling constants of HCS has been
ported so far, we qualitatively discuss the relatively sm
Fermi contact term of HCS in terms of its geometrical stru
ture as follows. The HCO radical is known to have a be
structure with the HCO angle of 124°. According to theab
initio calculation,3,8 the corresponding angle for HCS is e
timated to be 132°, which is somewhat larger than that
HCO. If the molecule were in the linear form, the Ferm
contact term would take a small negative value. In this ca
the molecular orbital of the unpaired electron has a no
along the molecular axis, and hence, the orbital has ns
character. Instead an effect of spin polarization makes

f
n

TABLE II. Molecular constants of HCS~MHz!.a

Constants

Beff 20 145.4550~36!
geff 254.2962(127)
b 119.755~24!
c 23.014~43!

aNumbers in parentheses represent three times the standard deviati
units of the last significant digits.

TABLE III. Correlation matrix.

Beff geff b c

Beff 1.000 0.426 0.182 20.082
geff 1.000 0.480 20.265
b 1.000 20.817
c 1.000
IP license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Fermi contact term of the hydrogen atom negative. In f
the negative Fermi contact term is obtained for the isova
species, HCCCS, which has definitively a linear struct
with the 2P ground electronic state.19 On the other hand, the
Fermi contact term of the hydrogen atom becomes la
positive value if the molecule is in the bent form as in t
case of HCO.13 The relatively small Fermi contact term su
ports that the HCS radical is more close to a linear struc
than the HCO radical.

The dipolar interaction term,c, which corresponds to
(3/2)Taa for the asymmetric top case, is determined to
23.014~43! MHz. This value is slightly larger than th
(3/2)Taa of the HCO radical~17.34 MHz!.13 The dipolar
interaction of the hydrogen nucleus mainly originates fro
the interaction with the unpaired electron localized on
carbon atom. The tensor component along the C–H b
therefore takes a large positive value, whereas that per
dicular to the C–H bond a negative value. The angle betw
the a axis and the C–H bond in HCS is smaller than that
HCO, theTaa constant of HCS is expected to take a larg
value than that of HCO. This is consistent with the observ
trend in thec constant.

Both the HCS and HCO radicals should have the2P
ground electronic state in the linear configuration. Howeve
mechanism of the Renner–Teller interaction removes the
generacy, and stabilizes the bent structure withA8 symmetry
for both species. The large HCS angle implies that
Renner–Teller interaction in HCS is weaker than that
HCO. As a result, the first electronic state of HCS,A 2A9,
which is a counterpart of the Renner–Teller pair, is expec
to be lower in energy than in the case of HCO. If so, t
spin–rotation interaction constant about thea axis, eaa ,
should have a large value.20,21 This can also be regarded a
an effect of the residual spin–orbit interaction. However,
effect ofeaa is not visible in the present study, since we on
observed the 101– 000 transition. Thegeff constant deter-
mined here corresponds to (ebb1ecc)/2 in the asymmetric
top representation, and is mainly related to the electro
excited states withA8 symmetry within the second-order ap
proximation. Thus thegeff constant is not affected by th
low-lying A 2A9 state. In fact the geff constant is
254.2962(127) MHz, which is even smaller than that
HCO (293.365 MHz).13 For further understanding of elec
tronic structure of HCS, it is therefore important to obser
theKa51 lines by millimeter- and submillimeter-wave spe
troscopy. Such a study is now in progress.

ASTROCHEMICAL IMPLICATION

The HCS radical is a potential candidate for an inters
lar molecule. Three mechanisms can contribute to its form
tion. First, ion molecule reactions could account for HC
The H2CS molecule is found in various astronomic
sources, and it is speculated to be produced by the disso
tive electron recombination reaction of the H2CSH1 ion;22

H2CSH11e→H2CS1H. ~3!

In this reaction, the following pathway detaching two hydr
gen atoms may also be possible;
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H2CSH11e→HCS1H1H. ~4!

However, we like to point out that reactions~3! and~4! have
never been studied in the laboratory, and hence, branc
ratios are completely unknown. Second, a more reali
route seems to be the reaction of atomic carbon in its3Pj

electronic ground state with interstellar hydrogen sulfid
H2S

3,

C1H2S→HCS1H. ~5!

Recent crossed molecular beam studies of this reaction
tected the HCS radical as the reaction product.1,3 Finally,
photolyses of thioformaldehyde, H2CS, to HCS and H could
contribute to interstellar HCS in photon dominated region

Thea component of the dipole moment is expected to
small, and hence, the spectral lines of HCS from interste
molecular clouds may not be very strong. However it
worth searching for them with a sensitive radiotelesco
since the related species, H2CS and H2S, are abundant in
interstellar molecular clouds.23,24 The abundance, or at leas
the upper limit to the abundance, of HCS will provide
with important information for modeling the productio
chemistry of sulfur bearing organic species in molecu
clouds.
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